FEATURES

CLASSIC STYLING
The Core shows its approach with a clean, slim profile and nicely tailored upholstery over 9to5 Seating’s trademark in-house molded foam.

RICH WITH OPTIONS
Core offers four different arm options in addition to armless and guest models. Design choices include two accent color finishes, hundreds of upholstery choices, and three base finishes. Core relates function & comfort with style and sophistication for any workspace.

THREE CONTROL CHOICES
Included is one of our new weight-balance controls that will self-adjust the back tension to your body weight and movement. Our enhanced knee-tilt control and a high function full 2:1 synchro with independent back angle lock and built-in seat depth adjuster. The Core can be personalized to meet the ergonomic needs for work stations, collaborative spaces and everything in between.

All new mid-profile base
Available in molded Gray or Black base with matching hubless casters or upgrade with the same new mid-profile style in polished Aluminum.

CONTEMPORARY LINES FOR YOUR WORKSPACE
The essence of the Core is in the superior comfort and support of foam-over-mesh back construction designed into a thin sleek profile. An inner structural frame and mesh provides the flexible support of a mesh back while the soft molded foam surface provides classic comfort. Finish this off with a durable plastic outer back with adjustable ratchet making Core the foundation for any office.

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
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BASE OPTIONS

ARM OPTIONS

CONTROL AVAILABILITY

DESIGNER’S CHOICE BASE AND CASTERS

Newly designed mid-profile molded Nylon base with color matched 60 mm hubless casters to finish the distinctive style that is Core. Available in Gray or Black finish or upgrade the same style base to polished aluminum.

PLASTIC COLORS

CASTER OPTIONS

EUROPEAN STYLING, AMERICAN INGENUITY

An accent colored durable plastic back is smartly fitted against the finely tailored upholstery. The molded foam cushion covers an internal flexing mesh that allows the thin sleek back to feel firm but comfortable.

MATCHING ACCENT COLORS 6 WAY ADJUSTABLE ARMS

Contemporary, sleek and with the same accent colors on the back and base these 6-way adjustable arms show great design with ergonomic performance.

W1 CONTROL

A new “sit and forget” weight-balanced control that utilizes the weight of the user to balance the back tension. The control has a 3:1 back-to-seat synchronous movement with 3 back lock positions. Perfect for conference areas or passive user applications.

CONTROLS AVAILABLE

BA11B - 27” MID PROFILE NYLON BASE - BLACK
BA11G - 27” MID PROFILE NYLON BASE - GRAY
BA12P - 27” MID PROFILE ALUMINUM BASE - POLISHED

FUNCTIONALITY OPTIONS

A22 FIXED ARM WITH SOFT POLYURETHANE PAD
A23 6-WAY ADJUSTABLE ARM
A36 8-WAY ADJUSTABLE SOFT-TOUCH SLIDING ARMS
A37 10-WAY ADJUSTABLE SOFT-TOUCH SLIDING ARMS
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